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Undiscovered

Produced and Directed by Sara Litzenberger.

Sasquatch has always remained elusive in photos--but not for the reasons we think.

Format: digital 2D animation

Duration: roughly 2 minutes, 30 seconds

Idea: Sasquatch journeys through his forest looking for photographers in order to get a flattering portrait, 

but finds that he’s both unphotogenic and a little too scary.

Objective: to make the audience laugh and empathize with Sasquatch through the universally relatable “bad photo”.



story

 It’s early morning in the mountains. A hiker is walking up the rocks & through the forest. She has a camera with her and is snapping photos as she goes. Seeing 

something interesting, she kneels down to take a picture. When she looks at the image on the screen she notices something strange--and just as she does, a shadow looms 

over her. She looks up to see an immensly tall, hairy figure looming over her: Sasquatch. The two stare awkwardly at each other for a moment, before Sasquatch slowly, 

gently plucks the camera from her petrified hands. He pulls up the image of himself she has captured and smiles broadly, showing her the screen so she can share in his 

excitement. She does not.; she’s still frozen with fear. Disappointed, he looks at it again, and squints--zooming in, he notices that a leaf was stuck in his teeth this whole time. 

Annoyed, he removes the leaf from between his large, round teeth and deletes the photo. Done with the camera, he tries to place it back in her hands; since she is too scared 

to actually grab it, the camera begins to fall. He reaches down to catch it and wedges it into her petrified hands, then angles her correctly for the photo he has in mind. He 

runs into position and poses, and she hesitates then runs away.

 He continues onto find different hikers: he checks his teeth and jumps out from behind a tree into a photo, but his eyes are closed; he drops down from a tree 

branch, jumping into a photo, and is covered with twigs and leaves; he checks his hair and teeth in the water before jumping out--this time, he scares the hiker enough for 

him to fall into the water. The photo is blurry, anyway, so Sasquatch deletes it, hands it back to the dripping wet hiker, and slinks off, moping. 

 By this point, it has reached evening. It’s likely most hikers will be turning in soon, and the chances of getting a good photo today are dwindling. Then a flash goes 

off--surprised, Sasquatch stares in the direction of the flash. The photographer stares back. After a moment, Sasquatch’s spirits lift--another chance at a good photo! But this 

photographer remembers to run, and begins to sprint. It doesn’t take long until he trips on the uneven ground. Sasquatch rushes forward to help him, but the photographer 

manages to get up and run before he can reach him. In the process, he leaves behind his camera, which Sasquatch picks up and turns over, discovering it doesn’t have

 a screen. The photographer keeps running until he thinks he’s far enough away--he looks at the Polaroid photo in his hand, and it develops to reveal the famous 

Patterson-Gimlin photo! 

 Meanwhile, Sasquatch is still fumbling with the camera when it unexpectantly takes a photo. Excited, Sasquatch continues to use the camera to take 

all the good photos of himself he wants.



1. Sophie hikes over mountains and through forest.

2. She sees something interesting and stops to take a photo, but notices 

 something weird. 

3. A shadow looms over her--it’s Sasquatch!

4. He takes her camera

5. He sees his photo, and is happy! She is nonplussed.

6. He looks again and zooms in--there’s something in his teeth.

7. He removes the leaf and deletes the photo.

8. He wedges the camera back into her hands and repositions her.

9. He poses and she runs away.

10. Sasquatch, hiding behind a tree, has spotted a hiker with a camera.

11. He checks his teeth.

12. He jumps out from behind a tree, startling the hiker, who was taking 

 a photo.

13. In the photo, his eyes are closed, so he deletes it.

14. Sasquatch is hiding in a tree, looking down on a photographer.

15. As she goes to take the photo, he leaps down from the tree branch.

16. Predictably, his hair is covered in leaves and twigs.

17. He shakes the leaves out and deletes the photo.

18. Sasquatch spots a photographer from behind a rock near a stream.

19. He checks his teeth and his hair in the water.

20. He jumps up, startling the photographer enough to fall into the water.

21. He’s out of focus so, frustrated, he deletes the photo.

22. Sasquatch, moping, slinks away.

23. As he walks, a flash goes off.

24. He looks at this new photographer, who stares him down, terrified.

25. Sasquatch is excited to see the photo! But starts to frown…

26. …as the photographer runs away.

27. He trips and falls, so Sasquatch runs up to help him.

28. The photographer gets up and runs away before Sasquatch can get to him, 

 but he left his camera.

29. So, Sasquatch picks it up, and turns it over in his hands.

30. The photographer continues running, then stops to catch his breath.

31. He leans down and checks the Polaroid as it develops into a picture of

 Sasquatch (á la the famous Patterson-Gimlin photo).

32. Sasquatch is still examining the camera when it goes off.

33. The credits play on all of the Polaroid photos he takes of himself.

story beats



1. Why is my short animated?

 Frankly, Sasquatch doesn’t exist. Through animation, I can make him real. 

2. How does the look of my short compliment my story/theme?

 The style of the short is based on illustrations from the 50s and old travel postcards. This should be reminscent of adventure and nature, which are 

 themes explored in my short.

3. Does my short have characters? If so, how do my characters move; in what style and why that style? How does that style relate to my short/theme?

 The main character, Sasquatch, is big, lumbering, and clumsy. His gangly limbs and goofy expression further support the idea that this is a seriously 

 misunderstood creature who’s just too unphotogenic to get a good photo; not an elusive beast.

4. Will light be used in my short, and if so, how?

 The short begins in the morning and ends in the evening. This change in light and colour not only implies that Sasquatch has been working at this 

 for a while, but also allows the flash photography to be a plot point near the end.

5. Will sound be used in my short, and if so, how?

 Sound is instrumental to the feeling of the film. The lack of music at the beginning and end make the drawn-out holds fit the brand of awk

 ward-funny I’m hoping for, while the music in the middle marks those scenes as a montage.

6. Is you short based off a genre? If so, which one? Why and how does it affect your story?

 If anything, “Undiscovered” is based off of comedy--it is meant to be funny. However, it’s meant to be a more dry sort of humour. I wanted to stay 

 away from Saturday-morning slapstick.

7. Why choose 2D? How will you be working with that medium and not against it?

 2D animation is where I’m most comfortable and where I feel I’ll get the strongest film. I’ve planned the film out enough to use as 

 few layouts as possible, a decent amount of holds (instead of full animation), and shots which require little movement in 3D space, 

 save for a couple. 

Treatment



by EYVIND EARLE

by RICHARD ZIELENKIEWICZ

by JUIAN BAKER & JOEL  ANDERSON

ART direction



by BENJI DAVIES

by SUE MONDT

by JULIA ROTHMAN & KATE SUTTON



Key Paintings

MORNING COLOURS
it’s closer to sunrise earlier in the short, so the 
colours are brighter and warmer--more greens, 
yellows, and oranges.

EVENING COLOURS
by the end of the day, the sun has set, and 

everything is mostly magenta and purple. this darkness necessi-
tates the flash.

(not all of the final scenes will use silhouettes this heavily)



by SARA LITZENBERGER

DAYTIME COLOURS
the middle of the short takes place during the day, 
so the colours will be somewhere between the 
morning and nighttime palettes. light yellows and 
greens will combine with darker reds and blues.



SASQUATCH
early sasquatch designs. 
i wanted him to be cute, 
simple, and unique, but 

still definitely bifoot-esque.

character design



SASQUATCH
at some point he started getting 

more gangly--i needed him to feel 
more imposing, but not actually 

scary.



CAMERAS
i had some 

trouble deciding 
how to draw 

the hikers, so i 
started with their 

cameras.



HIKERS
they were designed to have distinctive body shapes, 
since many of them will be seen from a distance for 

the majority of their screen time.



SASQUATCH
gangly, lumbering, clumsy. kind-hearted and 

well-meaning, but kind of goofy. definitely less scary 
than he looks--and if you can stay long enough to 

see past his hairy, giant stature, you’ll see he’s really 
not even that scary-looking.

final sasquatch



final hikers

SOPHIE
the one at the 

beginning

WALLACE
the one at the 

waterfall

BLAKE
the one where 

Sasquatch blinks

DEE
the one where Squatch 
jumps out of the tree

RYANN
the filthy hipster 
with the Polaroid



sophie

cute, tiny, adventurous 
to a point. has great 

taste in cute cameras.



ryann

(with two n’s, because 
he’s “unique”)



BLAKE & DEE

huge and bulky, but surprisingly 
graceful. he’s only on screen for 

about 4  seconds.

adorable, old, and surprisingly 
spry. she has the nicest camera 
of the bunch. she’s also not on 

screen for long.



Wallace

looks slick, but he’s a 
huge scaredy cat. his 
high center of gravity 

gives him terrible 
balance.
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